
 

         
           

 

 

 

 

 

Rt Hon	  Frank Field	  MP
Chair
Work & Pensions Select Committee
1 Tothill Street
London SW1H 9NB

By Email to: workpencom@parliament.uk
CC: Dr Libby McEnthill,

2 February 2014

Dear Mr Field

RE SELF	  EMPLOYMENT AND THE	  GIG ECONOMY

refer	  to your	  letter of 14 February 2017. As requested, I am happy to	  confirm the following:

1.	 Paragraphs 5.5	   to 5.11	   of Hermes’ written	   submission	   sets out detail regarding couriers’
earnings. Turning to Mr Ramsden’s oral evidence, we were surprised by his claim to have
worked for 2.5 hours every day, unpaid. Hermes couriers’ average gross earnings stand at
£11.40	   per hour. Mr Ramsden’s claim at Q80 that Hermes	   does	   not take into account
sorting, scanning and loading is	  not correct.

2.	 Hermes accounts for time spent sorting, scanning and loading parcels into	   vehicles at the
beginning of the day as well as the time taken	   delivering parcels in making its average
earnings calculation. Hermes couriers’ vehicles are progressively unloaded in the course of
the delivery. Accordingly unloading time is part of the time taken	   in	   making the actual
delivery.	  

3.	 Referring	   to paragraph 5.7	   of Hermes’ written submission to the Committee: “Hermes
couriers’ average gross	   earnings	   stand at £11.40 per hour and are calculated (using an
extremely	   conservative	   set of assumptions about deductions for fuel, vehicle	   insurance,
depreciation	   and other expenses) to	   be £9.90	   per hour after expenses. This is in effect an
average premium of 37.5% over and above the NLW of £7.20 – reflecting the fact	  that	  our	  
couriers	  offer an excellent service in the communities	  in which they live and know well.”

Paragraph 5.11	   of Hermes’ written submission to the Committee states: “This [couriers’
earnings] modelling work is being validated externally reflecting the importance which
Hermes attaches to its couriers. Additional internal	   validation has been undertaken by
reference to actual courier data. Hermes analysed	  an entire year’s worth	  of parcel volume
and time data	  from approximately 10% of its regular couriers (some 1,000 individuals) [thus
establishing] that	  its earnings calculations are borne out	  in the real world.”

4.	 The discrepancy between	  the accounts of Mr Baines and	  Mr Ramsden	  seems to me to be a
matter of perception. I believe that Mr Ramsden’s account is coloured by a sense of
grievance. Having	   investigated the	   circumstances	   of Mr Ramsden’s time with Hermes, we
take issue with Mr	  Ramsden’s account	  as set	  out	  in Q64, Q65 and Q66. Having checked with
Mr Ramsden’s Divisional Delivery Manager, we assert that he did not offer a substitute for
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his round, much	  less three. Hermes’ version	  of events is that during our busiest time of the
year, Mr Ramsden left for a holiday	   in November 2015 without arranging	   cover. Hermes
stepped in to ensure that the parcels	   for both of his	   rounds	   were delivered. One of his
rounds was reallocated to another	   courier. Hermes has implemented a new Standard
Operating Procedure addressing the circumstances in which a round might be reallocated. I
appreciate	   that Mr Ramsden might feel that he	  was treated without due	   sensitivity by his
field manager. I regret	  that	  Mr	  Ramsden did	  not enjoy his time working with	  Hermes but I do
not think that his individual circumstances are reflective of Hermes couriers as a whole.

I would be glad to arrange a meeting between Mr Ramsden and Hermes’ Director of Legal	  and Public
Affairs, Hugo	   Martin mediated by yourself if you think that this would be	   a productive	   way of
resolving the differences of	  view between Hermes and Mr	  Ramsden.

Yours sincerely

Carole Woodhead
Chief Executive	  Officer


